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ABSTRACT
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a common developmental disorder characterized by

communication difficulties and impaired social interaction. Recent results suggest altered brain
5 dynamics as a potential cause of symptoms in ASD. Here, we aim to describe potential
4

6

information-processing consequences of these alterations by measuring active information

7

storage (AIS) – a key quantity in the theory of distributed computation in biological networks.

8

AIS is defined as the mutual information between the past state of a process and its next
1
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measurement. It measures the amount of stored information that is used for computation of

the next time step of a process. AIS is high for rich but predictable dynamics. We recorded
11 magnetoencephalography (MEG) signals in 10 ASD patients and 14 matched control subjects in
10

12

a visual task. After a beamformer source analysis, twelve task-relevant sources were obtained.

13

For these sources, stationary baseline activity was analyzed using AIS. Our results showed

a decrease of AIS values in the hippocampus of ASD patients in comparison with controls,
15 meaning that brain signals in ASD were either less predictable, reduced in their dynamic
14

16

richness or both. Our study suggests the usefulness of AIS to detect an abnormal type of

17

dynamics in ASD. The observed changes in AIS are compatible with Bayesian theories of

18

reduced use or precision of priors in ASD.

19 Keywords: Autism Spectrum Disorder, Information Theory, Active Information Storage, Complex Systems, Magnetoencephalography,
20 Hippocampus, Predictive Coding
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INTRODUCTION

It has been 70 years since Kanner (1943) and Asperger (1944) first described an intriguing disorder

characterized by the children’s inability to relate themselves in the ordinary way to people and
23 situations from the beginning of life. The symptom cluster described by Kanner has been called autism
22

24

spectrum disorder (ASD), and it is clinically defined by a triad of deficits comprising impairments in

25

communication, social interaction, and behavioral flexibility (Wing and Gould, 1979). Prevalence studies

estimate that ASD affects 2 to 10 children per 1000 births (Yeargin-Allsopp et al., 2003; Baird et al.,
27 2006). It is characterized by an early onset, since these typical behaviors show up before the age of 36
26

28

months. Nevertheless, ASD is a permanent developmental disorder that will continue into adulthood.

29

Great heterogeneity in development has been reported, with some individuals losing skills over time,

others reaching a plateau in adolescence, and still others manifesting a pattern of continued development
31 in adulthood (Seltzer et al., 2003). Due to the complexity and variety of the symptoms with which autistic

30

32

individuals present to clinicians, it has been difficult to conceptualize a defining neurological mechanism

33

that might underlie the core features of this disorder (Bauman and Kemper, 2005). Therefore, new

techniques are necessary to achieve a more detailed understanding of this disorder, and ultimately an
35 earlier identification and more effective interventions and treatment (Bauman and Kemper, 2005).

34

ASD symptoms, but also self-reports of ASD patients (Williams and Bishop, 1994) and the
37 phenomenon of ’savants’ (Treffert, 2009) point to fundamentally altered modes of information processing
36

38

in the brain of patients with autism. While autism has most likely genetic roots, the final disease outcome is

39

the result of a developmental trajectory and of an interaction with the environment. It seems safe to assume

40

that in the autistic brain information processing is also optimized or adapted during development in some
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way that genetics and environment allow, and the complex developmental trajectory of neuroanatomical

changes in ASD supports this view (Bauman and Kemper, 2005). However, even describing this adapted,
43 but altered information processing in ASD at a neurophysiological level –beyond behavioral outcomes–

42

44

has remained difficult. Results at the neurophysiological level have so far mostly dealt with descriptors of

45

the dynamics, such as time-frequency analysis (Sun et al., 2012), connectivity methods (Belmonte et al.,

2004a,b) or entropy measures (Bosl et al., 2011). However, it has been difficult to address information
47 processing more directly. These difficulties were foremost conceptual because what we actually mean
46

48

when using the term information processing in biological systems has been unclear. Only recently formal,

49

operational descriptions of information processing and its components have become available (Langton,

1990; Mitchell, 2011; Lizier, 2013). These descriptions can be traced back to Turing’s finding that
51 every act of information processing can be decomposed into the component processes of information
50

52

storage, transfer and modification (Turing, 1936). Later, Langton and others expanded these concepts

53

to describe the emergence of the capacity to perform arbitrary information processing algorithms, or

54

’universal computation’, in complex systems, such as cellular automata (Langton, 1990; Mitchell, 2011).

55

Of the three component processes above – information transfer, storage, and modification – information

storage in particular has been used with great success to evolve (Prokopenko et al., 2006), and optimize
57 (Dasgupta et al., 2013) self-organizing information processing systems. This success was enabled

56

58

by the introduction of quantitative measures of information storage in the form of excess entropy by

59

Grassberger (1986)(introduced as “effective measure complexity”, and later reintroduced as excess

entropy by Crutchfield and Feldman (2003)), and active information storage (AIS) by Lizier et al.
61 (2012). Despite their success in artificial systems, however, these measures have not been applied yet to
60

62

biological neural systems.

63

One reason for this slow adoption may be that we face an apparent complication in biological neural

64

systems, as in these systems information storage may at first sight take various forms, e.g. as reverberant

neural activity or as synaptic changes (Zipser et al., 1993). However, a use of the stored information for
66 information processing inevitably requires its re-expression in neural activity and its interaction with
65

67

ongoing neural activity and incoming information. Hence, information storage actively in use for a

68

computation will be reflected in the dynamics of neural activity, and is therefore accessible based on

recordings of neural activity. Information storage in neural activity will be reflected by the fact that
70 information from the past of a neural process will serve to predict a certain fraction of information in
69

71

the future of this process, by virtue of the very definition of storage. To measure information-theoretically

72

this amount of information in the future of a process that is predicted by its past state, we use AIS (Lizier

73

et al., 2012), described in Section 2.1.
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It is via this predictable information that information storage is also tightly connected with predictive

coding, an important family of theories of cortical function. Predictive coding theories propose that
76 a neural system is constantly generating predictions about the incoming sensory input (George and
75

77

Hawkins, 2009; Rao and Ballard, 1999; Bastos et al., 2012; Friston et al., 2006; Grossberg, 2013) to

78

adapt internal behaviour and processing accordingly. The prediction of incoming information that forms

the central idea of predictive coding theory must happen via neural activity. These predictions typically
80 need to be maintained for a short interval – as it is not known precisely a priori when the predictive

79

81

information will be needed. Hence, the neural activity subserving prediction must itself have a predictable

82

character, i.e. non-zero information storage. Analysis of AIS thereby enables us to test central assumptions

83

of predictive coding theories rather directly.

The close link between information storage and general theories of cortical function makes AIS also a
85 promising candidate measure to investigate altered information processing in ASD. Influential accounts
84

86

of altered perception in ASD hold that there is either some form of reduced top-down control (Happé and

87

Frith, 2006; Pellicano and Burr, 2012; Friston et al., 2013), or a reduced noise in the ascending sensory

systems (e.g. Mottron et al. (2006)). Both views can be formalized using a Bayesian formalism, i.e. a
89 predictive coding theory of perception in ASD (Pellicano and Burr, 2012). Despite this semi-quantitative
88

90

formalism, many aspects of altered perception in ASD can be explained in a Bayesian framework in

91

one of two opposing ways – either by less dominant (top-down) expectations or more precise sensory

inputs (Brock, 2012). Here, quantities such as the amount of predictable information in a neural signal
93 – as measured by AIS – may play a crucial role in distinguishing these theoretical accounts based on
92

94

experimental evidence, as they quantify the amount of information that is reliably obtainable from a brain

95

area.

To explore the potential of AIS for ASD research, we here apply this measure to
97 magnetoencephalographic (MEG) data obtained from a group of patients with high functioning ASD and
96

98

matched healthy controls. We focus our study on the visual system, as atypical perception is particularly

99

well documented in this system (see Rogers and Ozonoff (2005); Williams and Bishop (1994); Bertone

et al. (2005); Happé and Frith (2006); Sheppard et al. (2007); Ropar and Mitchell (2002); Mitchell
101 and Ropar (2004); Mottron et al. (2006); Plaisted (2001); Baron-Cohen et al. (2009); David et al.

100

102

(2010), but also see Ropar and Mitchell (2001, 1999)).
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MATERIAL & METHODS

2.1

ACTIVE INFORMATION STORAGE – DEFINITION AND PRACTICAL ESTIMATION

103

We assume that the neural signals we record from a system X can be treated as realizations xt of random

104

variables Xt that together form the random process X, describing the system’s dynamics.

105

Active information storage is then simply defined as the mutual information I(Xk−
t−1 ; Xt ) – see Cover

106

and Thomas (1991) – between the past state random variable Xk−
t−1 = {Xt−1 , . . . , Xt−1−k } of a process

107

and its next random variable Xt (Lizier et al., 2012):
*
AXt = lim I(Xk−
t−1 ; Xt ) = lim
k→∞

108

k→∞

log

p(xk−
t−1 , xt )

+

p(xk−
t−1 )p(xt )

.

(1)

Here the averaging h·i via p(xk−
t−1 , xt ) in principle has to be taken over an ensemble of realizations of the

process at time point t (e.g. via physical replications of the system X ). For stationary processes, however,
110 where all random variables that form the process X have identical probability distribution, we can use
109

111

time-averaging instead of the ensemble average and equation (1) simplifies to:
*
AX = lim

k→∞

112

log

p(xk−
t−1 , xt )
p(xk−
t−1 )p(xt )

+
(2)
t

where the averaging can now be taken with respect to time t.

113

k−
The use of the multivariate collection Xt−1
is particularly important here – it is intended to capture

114

the state of the underlying dynamical system X , and can be viewed as a state-space reconstruction of

it. In this fashion, AIS brings together aspects of both dynamical systems theory and information theory
116 in its analysis. The AIS tells us how much information could be predicted about the next measurement
115

117

of a process by examining its past state. For a linear perspective, this is akin to building a classical

118

autoregressive model of order k and measuring how well that model predicts the next measurements of

the process. Importantly though, the use of information theory here is a more general approach which
120 captures non-linear auto-dependencies in the process, and does so in a model-free way. As such, we
119

121

refer to this component of the prediction of the next measurement as information storage, capturing

122

the information-theoretic basis of the self-prediction. This also highlights that AIS quantifies how much

information from the past state is involved in generating or computing the next value of a process, in
124 contrast to other information sources (i.e. information transferred from other processes as quantified by
123

125

the transfer entropy (Schreiber, 2000), a non-linear analogy of the Granger causality) as discussed by

126

Lizier et al. (2010). We call this the active component of information storage since it quantifies the stored

127

information actively in use in this generation of the next value, as opposed to that passively stored for
Frontiers in Neuroinformatics
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later use, e.g. in synaptic weights. Zipser et al. (1993) discuss this contrast in active and passive storage,

though our perspective generalises the active storage beyond merely “maintaining neural activity” (as
130 described by Zipser et al. (1993)) to more complex non-linear auto-correlations, and may additionally
129

131

capture contributions of passive storage when they are re-expressed in dynamics.

Now, if the history before a certain time point t − kmax does not help to improve the prediction of Xt we
133 can further simplify equation (2). Technically speaking, Xt then is conditionally independent of all Xt−ki
132

134

with ki > kmax :
kmax −
lim p(xt |xk−
t−1 ) = p(xt |xt−1 ) ,

k→∞

135

and equation (2) becomes:
*
AX =

136

(3)

log

max −
p(xkt−1
, xt )
max −
p(xkt−1
)p(xt )

+
.

(4)

t

The parameter kmax can be determined using Ragwitz’ criterion (Ragwitz and Kantz, 2002), as suggested

for example in (Vicente et al., 2011), and implemented in the TRENTOOL toolbox (Lindner et al., 2011).
138 For the analyses presented here, we used kmax = 10 on data with a sampling rate of 300 Hz.
137

139

For the practical estimation of equation (4) for continuous data, as analysed here, various estimation

techniques exist, such as binning and kernel approaches. Here, we used a kernel-based estimator (see
141 (Kantz and Schreiber, 2003) for more information on kernel-based estimators) as implemented in the
140

142

open source JAVA Information Dynamics Toolkit (Lizier, 2012), with a kernel width  of 0.5 standard

143

deviations of the data.

2.2

DATA ACQUISITION

144

We recorded magnetoencephalography (MEG) signals in 10 ASD patients and 14 matched healthy control

145

(HC) subjects in a visual task. More details of this study can be found in (Sun et al., 2012). Its most

146

important aspects are summarized in the following paragraphs.

147

2.2.1

148

suffered from Asperger’s disorder, or pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (PDD-

Participants and task

All ASD patients (mean age: 30.3 ± 9.6) were clinically diagnosed and

NOS) according to DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). The clinical diagnosis was
150 corroborated using the German form of the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (Schmötzer et al.,
149

151

1993; Lord et al., 1994) and the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (Lord et al., 2000). The

152

patients were recruited from the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Psychosomatics, and

153

Psychotherapy of the Goethe University at Frankfurt/M. The healthy controls (mean age: 29.7 ± 6.9)
This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article
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were screened for psychopathology with the German version of Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-

IV-R Non-Patient Edition (Saß et al., 2003). Both groups showed no significant differences in age, sex
156 distribution and IQ. The study was performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by
155

157
158

the ethics committee of the Goethe University (Frankfurt, Germany).
All subjects performed a perceptual closure task where stimuli consisted of degraded pictures of human

faces in which all shades of grey had been converted into black or white (Mooney and Ferguson, 1951).
160 In addition, scrambled and vertically mirrored versions of these stimuli were created, for which face
159

161

perception was not possible. 160 different stimuli for each stimulus category were presented in a random

162

sequence, where each stimulus was shown for 200 ms, separated by a random inter-stimulus intervals

between 3500 and 4500 ms. Participants had to indicate with a button press whether they saw a face or not.
164 Response hands were counterbalanced across participants in each group. This set of stimuli allowed us to
163

165

identify the visual system and higher cortices related to object and face perception for further investigation

166

using AIS.

167

2.2.2

168

Allegra scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), using a 3D MPRAGE sequence. MEG

169

signals were recorded with a 275-channel system (Omega 2005; VSM MedTech, Coquitlam, BC, Canada)

MR and MEG data acquisition

Individual structural MR images were acquired with a Siemens

with 600 Hz sampling rate, third-order gradiometers). The acquired data were bandpass filtered between
171 0.5 and 150 Hz (fourth order Butterworth filter). Before and after each run, the head position was localized
170

172

using localization coils. Recordings with movements larger than 5 mm were discarded.

2.2.3 MEG data preprocessing MEG data were analysed using the FieldTrip open source MATLAB
174 Toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011). The continuously recorded data were segmented into trials from –1000
173

175

to 1000 ms with respect to the onset of the visual stimulus. Eye blinks, signal jumps caused by the SQUID

176

sensors, and muscle artefacts were detected automatically (in this sequence) using the preprocessing

functions of FieldTrip, followed by visual inspection for residual artefacts. Affected trials were rejected
178 completely as suggested in (Gross et al., 2012). The remaining trials were linearly detrended and baseline
177

179

corrected.

180

2.2.4

Analysis of sensor-level spectral power changes

Time-frequency representations (TFRs) were

computed from sensor data using a multi-taper method (frequency range from 25 to 140 Hz in 2 Hz
182 steps over a time range of –500 to 1000 ms in 10 ms steps, discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS),
181

183

length of sliding time window, 5/frequency, width of frequency smoothing, 0.4*frequency). The power

184

of the time-frequency-transformed trial data was averaged over all sensors and trials and, subsequently,

185

all subjects. The optimal beamformer bandwidth (Brookes et al., 2008) was then estimated based on the
Frontiers in Neuroinformatics
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186

observed power changes induced by the visual stimulus (analysis interval 75 ms to 375 ms) relative to

187

baseline (analysis interval -350 ms to -50 ms).

188

2.2.5

189

demanding, we were not able to compute this measure on a source grid covering the whole brain. We

Source reconstruction and selection As the estimation of AIS is computationally very

therefore chose to investigate a selection of source locations showing differences between baseline and
191 the perceptual closure task. This decision was based on previous reports of changes in visual perception
190

192

in ASD (see (Pellicano and Burr, 2012) and references therein); this goal for a selection of sources

193

substantially differs from the goal of detecting sources with spectral power differences between ASD

subjects and controls that was pursued in the study by Sun et al. (2012), and the analysis strategies differ
195 accordingly. Note that preselecting sources with power differences between ASD and healthy controls
194

196

would potentially bias a subsequent analysis of ASD (’double dipping’), whereas selecting areas that

197

represent the visual system does not entail such a bias a priori. To identify visually responsive areas,

we first performed a beamformer source analysis in the high gamma frequency range (60-120 Hz), as the
199 initial TFR-analysis indicated sustained responses triggered by the visual stimulus in this frequency range.
198

200

Note that even though differences between ASD patients and healthy controls have been demonstrated

201

previously in this band, the choice of this band does not unduly bias the analysis as such differences have

202

been shown in all major frequency bands (see Figure 3 in Sun et al. (2012)).

203

After identifying locations with significant differences in the high-frequency gamma band, we then

204

recomputed broadband beamformer filters for these locations and extracted the individual source time

courses for each subject and source location for further analysis. Note that we only used baseline intervals
206 (time interval from -1000 to 0 ms with respect to stimulus onset) in our analysis of AIS to ensure
205

207

stationarity of the underlying processes.

208

In more detail, we constructed head models of each individual subject from anatomical MRI for

209

beamformer source reconstruction. To this end, first a regular source grid with a spacing of 1 cm was

210

constructed in MNI space. After computing the (linear) transformations from the MNI template head to

each individual subject’s anatomical MRI, these transformations were applied to the source grid to obtain
212 individual source grids in physical space for each subject. After segmentation of the MRI to find the inner
211

213

boundary of the skull, the lead fields for the individual source grid locations were then computed using a

214

realistic single shell model introduced by Nolte (Nolte, 2003).

215

Next, the cross spectral density (CSD) matrices were computed for all trials for both patients and

216

controls, separately for baseline (–350 to –50 ms) and task intervals (75–375 ms) in the high (60–120 Hz)

217

gamma-band frequency range, using a multi-taper method (center frequency 90 Hz, smoothing bandwidth

218

±30 Hz, DPSS, 17 tapers). Based on the lead fields and the computed CSD matrices, spatial filters were
This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article
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computed for each grid point using a frequency domain beamformer (Gross et al., 2001) as provided by

FieldTrip, using real valued filter coefficients. To compensate for the rather short time intervals underlying
221 the computation of CSD matrices, a matrix regularization of λ = 5 % of the trace of the cross spectral
220

222

density matrix was used. In order to avoid that statistical differences arise because of different filters for

223

the two intervals, we computed common filters which are based on the combined CSD matrices from

both, task segments (face and no-faces) and the corresponding baseline segments (Gross et al., 2012;
225 Nieuwenhuis et al., 2008). The source power estimate at each grid point was computed by applying the

224

226

corresponding common filter of this grid point to the filtered trial data. This was done separately for task

227

and baseline segments of each subject.

228

To obtain common sources that responded to the perceptual closure task for all subjects and independent

of their group affiliation, a non-parametric randomization test (test-statistic: cluster sum of dependent
230 samples t-metric, Monte Carlo estimate with 5000 randomizations, Maris and Oostenveld (2007)) was
229

231

computed based on source power data of all subjects. Using a within-subject design on subject-wise source

232

power for task and baseline, activation-versus-baseline effects were identified; t-metrics within a cluster

233

were used to identify local extrema of source power changes inside the significant clusters.

2.3

234

ANALYSIS OF ACTIVE INFORMATION STORAGE IN SOURCE TIME COURSES

For further analysis of AIS based on source time courses, we obtained these time courses at the identified

source locations that responded to the perceptual closure task, using a broadband beamformer, so that
236 AIS computation could draw on a signal bandwidth of 10 to 150 Hz – the analysis of AIS at even
235

237

lower frequencies was not possible due to the finite length (1 s) of the baseline data. On the three

238

source time courses extracted for the three cardinal spatial directions (x, y, z) at each location we

then performed a principal component analysis in order to determine the dominant dipole orientation
240 (direction with the largest variance), and kept only the signal for this direction. As indicated above, AIS
239

241

was computed using the Java Information Dynamics Toolkit (Lizier, 2012), with a box kernel of a width

242

of 0.5 standard deviations of the data, and a history length k of 10 time steps. Per subject and source,

approximately 40.000 samples entered the AIS analysis, composed of 1 second of baseline data per trial,
244 sampled at 300 Hz, repeated across approximately 66 correct and artefact-free trials per condition, and
243

245

two conditions. For statistical comparison between ASD patients and controls we used a randomization

246

test, and corrected the significance threshold for multiple comparisons across 12 sources using the false

247

discovery rate (FDR) with a threshold of q < 0.1, as suggested in Genovese et al. (2002).
Frontiers in Neuroinformatics
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CORRELATION OF BAND-LIMITED SPECTRAL POWER, AUTOCORRELATION DECAY
TIME AND ACTIVE INFORMATION STORAGE

248

To investigate whether the obtained AIS values were driven by spectral power changes, or contained

249

information not accessible by an analysis of spectral power, we computed the correlation coefficients

between spectral power in the in the 10-12 Hz α-, the 13-15 Hz β-, the 25-60 Hz low frequency γ-, and
251 the 60-120 Hz high-frequency γ-bands. Spectral power within these bands was computed per subject

250

252

using a Hanning window on the full baseline data followed by a fast Fourier transform for frequencies

253

up to 25 Hz. Above 25 Hz spectral power was determined by a multitaper approach using 34, and 59

254

DPSS-tapers for the bands from 25-60 Hz and from 60-120 Hz, respectively.

255

In addition, we determined the autocorrelation decay time (ACT) as a measure of linear memory time

256

scales in the data. The ACT was obtained by computing the autocorrelation function and determining the

257

lag at which the autocorrelation function had dropped to a fraction of 1/e of its center peak.

3
3.1

RESULTS
SOURCES PARTICIPATING IN THE PERCEPTUAL CLOSURE TASK

258

Visual stimulation increased neural activity in the high-frequency gamma band in several occipital,

259

parietal, temporal and central cortical regions and in the cerebellum (p < 0.05, corrected) (Figure 1), as

expected from previous studies (Grützner et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2012). Source locations of significantly
261 increased gamma-band power were: 1–Primary motor cortex BA4a R (10,-30,80), 2–Superior parietal
260

262

lobule 7PC R (30,–50,70), 3–Premotor cortex BA6 L (–20,–20,60), 4–Parietal lobe (60,–50,50), 5–

263

Precuneus / Superior parietal lobule 7P L (–10,–70,40), 6–Broca‘s area BA44 L (–60,10,30), 7–Temporal

lobe (50,–40,10), 8–Visual cortex V2 BA18 R / V1 BA17 R (30,–50,10), 9–Secondary somatosensory
265 cortex / Parietal operculum OP4 L (–60,-10,10), 10–Hippocampus subiculum R (30,–40,-10), 11–Right
264

266

cerebellum (50,–90,-30), 12–Cerebellum (20,–80,–50). For these locations broadband beamformer source

267

time-courses for the baseline interval were extracted and subjected to AIS-analysis.

3.2

ACTIVE INFORMATION STORAGE

268

AIS-analysis revealed significantly reduced AIS in ASD in the hippocampus (q < 0.1, FDR corrected)

269

(Figure 2). At an uncorrected significance level (p< 0.05), we observed additional differences in visual

270

cortex, primary motor cortex and premotor cortex. At a purely descriptive level, in 11 out of 12 sources

271

the observed median AIS values were lower in the ASD group compared to controls.
This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article
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Figure 1. MEG-beamformer source locations used for the analysis of active information storage. MEG
sources with enhanced power in the high-frequency gamma band (60–120 Hz) upon visual stimulation
with Mooney face images (see (Grützner et al., 2010) for stimulus details); permutation test on tmetrics p < 0.05, cluster-based correction for multiple comparisons. Source locations: 1–Primary
motor cortex BA4a R (10,-30,80), 2–Superior parietal lobule 7PC R (30,–50,70), 3–Premotor cortex
BA6 L (–20,–20,60), 4–Parietal lobe (60,–50,50), 5–Precuneus / Superior parietal lobule 7P L (–10,–
70,40), 6–Broca‘s area BA44 L (–60,10,30), 7–Temporal lobe (50,–40,10), 8–Visual cortex V2 BA18
R / V1 BA17 R (30,–50,10), 9–Secondary somatosensory cortex / Parietal operculum OP4 L (–60,10,10), 10–Hippocampus/Subiculum R (30,–40,-10), 11–Right cerebellum (50,–90,-30), 12–Cerebellum
(20,–80,–50)

3.3

CORRELATION OF SPECTRAL POWER, AUTOCORRELATION DECAY TIME AND AIS

Spectral power in none of the investigated bands (10-12 Hz, the 13-15 Hz, the 25-60 Hz, 60-120 Hz) was
273 significantly correlated with AIS values after correction for multiple comparisons (Table 3.3)(minimum
272

274

p-value reached by any correlation: p = 0.03, uncorrected), indicating that AIS provides information that

275

is at least partially independent of spectral power indices. Moreover, correlation coefficients were mostly

276

negative – in contrast to what would be expected of the bias properties of the AIS estimator (see the
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277

companion paper on local active information storage in this Frontiers special topic (Wibral et al., 2014)

278

for details), further supporting the independence of the two measures for our data.
In contrast, autocorrelation decay time (ACT) showed a significant negative Pearson correlation with

279
280

the AIS (p < 0.034), as expected when considering that the autocorrelation is a linear form of storage.

Frequency
281

Pearson
p
ρ

p

10–12 Hz

–0.202 0.343

–0.444 0.030

13–25 Hz

–0.143 0.502

–0.364 0.080

25–60 Hz
60–120 Hz

–0.034 0.876
0.117 0.586

–0.194 0.364
–0.048 0.825

ACT

–0.318 0.130

-0.434 0.034

4
282

Spearman
ρ

DISCUSSION

In line with our initial hypothesis, we found reduced AIS in individuals with ASD. More specifically,

AIS was reduced in the hippocampus (subiculum). As our study is the first of its kind, extra care has
284 to be taken to ensure both, an understanding meaning of the results at the conceptual level, as well as a
283

285

clear view of the limitations of the current study. Therefore, we start by discussing two technical points

286

related to a proper interpretation of AIS; first, we clarify the relation between AIS and signal prediction

errors; second, we discuss the relationship of AIS and more high level concepts of memory in a neural
288 system. Next, we detail the limitations of the current study in terms of small sample size and region of
287

289

interest analysis. After these technical points, we discuss our findings in relation to known anatomical and

290

cellular changes in ASD. We close by discussing our finding in relation to predictive coding theories of

291

this disorder.
4.1

ACTIVE INFORMATION STORAGE AND SIGNAL PREDICTION ERRORS

292

In the introduction, we pointed out how measures of information storage may be useful tools to investigate

293

predictive-coding type of theories of cortical function (George and Hawkins, 2009; Rao and Ballard,

294

1999; Bastos et al., 2012; Friston et al., 2006; Grossberg, 2013). In this respect, it seems important to

stress the difference between the amount of predicted information – as measured by information storage
296 – and the signal prediction error, i.e. the amount of information not predicted in a signal (not to be
295

297

confused with a neural prediction error in predictive coding theories). While the sum of these is the

298

total information in a process, this total information is not necessarily constant. In fact, in most task-

299

related studies we expect the neural processes to be non-stationary, i.e. to have probability distributions
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Figure 2. Active information storage (AIS) results in ASD and control groups. (Center) Source locations
(spheres) overlaid on a standard MNI brain. Sources are coloured red or blue to indicate significant or
non-significant differences between groups, respectively. (Surround) Box and whisker plots for the data
of each investigated source as indicated by the number in the subfigure’s title. For source locations see
Figure 1.

300

changing across time, leading to changing total information. This, in turn, results in predicted information

301

(information storage) and unpredicted information (prediction error) describing complimentary aspects of

302

the information processing system – and one cannot be obtained from the other.
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Figure 3. Source time courses, power spectra and and the correlation of autocorrelation decay constant
and AIS for the hippocampal source. (A) Exemplary dipole moment time course of a single trial (baseline)
for the hippocampal source. (B) Source spectral power for the hippocampal source, separately averaged
for the healthy controls (HC, blue), and the ASD patients (ASD, red). Note that the spectrum was cut
at 10 Hz as this was the lowest frequency included in the AIS analysis. (C) Correlation plot between the
autocorrelation decay time (ACT) and the AIS. Data are shown separately for healthy controls (HC, blue),
and the ASD patients (ASD, red). See Table 3.3 for details on correlation coefficients.
4.2

ACTIVE INFORMATION STORAGE, MEMORY AND NEURAL PROCESSING

303

While seemingly similar, AIS as an information theoretic measure should not be confused with high-

304

level concepts of memory, or the storage of information about the external world. Rather, it describes the
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Figure 4. Correlation between spectral power and AIS. Correlation between spectral power in the 1012 Hz α-, the 13-15 Hz β-, the 25-60 Hz low frequency γ-, and the 60-120 Hz high-frequency γ-bands
(x-axes) and the active information storage (y-axes). See Table 3.3 for details on correlation coefficients.
305

predictability and complexity of a neural process. AIS is low for processes that produce little information,

306

such as a constant process, but also for unpredictable processes, such as chaotic ones (Lizier et al., 2011).

Only when sufficiently rich dynamics and predictability meet, a high AIS value is obtained. In the context
308 of our data, high AIS values are linked to transitions in the dynamics that are repeatedly seen across
307

309

the multiple trials used for analysis – albeit not necessarily at the same time. Therefore, one source for

310

reduced AIS values in the ASD group could be a more erratic signal behaviour across trials in baseline

dynamics between the stimuli. With respect to this baseline dynamics it is important to note that the
312 baseline activity is not necessarily independent of stimuli and task. In this respect, the reduced AIS in the
311

313

baseline epochs in ASD could still be linked to the specific stimulus material used here (faces, a social

314

stimulus) and the detection task. In how far our results can be generalized for other experimental designs

315

is an open question.
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Correlation analysis between spectral power and AIS values revealed that AIS provides additional

information, not immediately accessible using an analysis of spectral power. In contrast, the significant
318 Pearson correlation between ACT and AIS indicates that the AIS reflects also the linear memory in the
317

319

process, as would be expected. However, the correlation coefficient was below 0.5, indicating that also for

320

the comparison of ACT and AIS, AIS yields additional useful information.
4.3

REDUCED ACTIVE INFORMATION STORAGE IN ASD

321

Our results showed that AIS values were reduced in the neural signals obtained from the

322

hippocampus/subiculum. Other sources showed reduction at least at an uncorrected significance level

(visual cortex, primary motor cortex, premotor cortex). Before we proceed to the potential implications of
324 these findings, we will briefly discuss several reasons that warrant a cautious interpretation of our results.
323

325

4.3.1

Limited sample size

Perhaps the most important reason for caution is the relatively low number

of patients in this study (n=10), limiting statistical power. Therefore, our study should be understood as
327 a pilot study for a larger, normative study of AIS values in ASD. Such a larger scale study seems highly
326

328

promising as a close inspection of figure 2 reveals that the mean and median AIS values in the ASD

329

group are lower in all investigated sources, except one (right cerebellum). Despite the fact that none of

these effects reaches statistical significance, the relatively uniform sign of the effect may point to a more
331 pervasive reduction of AIS in ASD. This however, can only be tested in a study with improved statistical
330

332

power.

333

4.3.2

Region of interest analysis and magnetoencephalographic detection of deep sources

Our focus

on selected brain areas limits any statements on the ubiquity of reduced AIS in ASD. The fact that we
335 focus on preselected brain areas (for purely practical reasons), clearly forbids any statements of the type
334

336

’AIS is most strongly reduced in brain area A’ or ’AIS is only reduced in brain area A’. Thus, we can

337

only link the current findings to literature on ASD-related changes in the specific brain areas that were

investigated here. Furthermore, MEG source reconstruction is of limited spatial precision. We therefore
339 discuss our findings of reduced AIS in the hippocampus/subiculum – where the analysed source was
338

340

located – more broadly as reduced AIS in the hippocampal region, and note the possibility of signal

341

leakage from the nearby amygdala (note, however, that the cellular organization of the amygdala makes

detectable MEG signals less likely to be picked up). With respect to the hippocampus it is often questioned
343 whether the sensitivity of MEG recordings is high enough to capture this relatively deep source. However,
342

344

a large body of evidence has accumulated in recent years that confirms that hippocampal activity can

345

be reconstructed with modern MEG devices, artefact suppression techniques, and beamformer source

346

reconstruction (Taylor et al., 2012; Tesche et al., 1996; Cornwell et al., 2008; De Araújo et al., 2002;
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Hanlon et al., 2005; Riggs et al., 2009). Moreover, nearby inferior temporal brain areas are routinely

localized using MEG, for example the fusiform face area (Grützner et al., 2010); in addition, traces
349 of thalamic activity have been recently revealed, using a combination of MEG cross-frequency analyses
348

350

and transfer entropy techniques (Roux et al., 2013), and even auditory brain stem responses have been

351

localized using MEG (Parkkonen et al., 2009). We therefore think it is safe to assume that our results

352

indeed derive from changes in activity patterns in the hippocampal region.
4.4

THE HIPPOCAMPUS IN ASD

353

Interestingly, there is a number of anatomical findings of atypical hippocampal structure in patients with

354

ASD. At the cellular level, increased cell packing density and reduced cell size was reported by Bauman

355

and Kemper (1994). Raymond et al. (1995) further showed reduced dendritic branching of CA4 and

CA1 cells . Blatt et al. (2001) reported reduced binding of GABAa receptors in the hippocampus.
357 Furthermore, some rare Autism-linked point mutations coding for to Neuroligins seem to selectively target
356

358

AMPA receptor-mediated neurotransmission in Hippocampus and dramatically change synaptic function

359

in a mouse model of autism (Etherton et al., 2011).

360

At the macroscopic level, an enlargement of the right hippocampus was found across all studied age

groups by Schumann et al. (2004), and an enlargement of the left hippocampus by Groen et al. (2010).
362 Dager et al. (2007) and Nicolson et al. (2006) also reported shape abnormalities of the hippocampus in
361

363

ASD. In addition, metabolic abnormalities in the hippocampus-amygdala region (Otsuka et al., 1999)

364

have been reported as well.

365

Taken together, these structural and cellular findings suggest an involvement of hippocampal changes

in the pathophysiology of ASD. Our findings are compatible with this idea and add a computational
367 perspective to the neuroanatomical and cellular evidence by indicating that brain signals from
366

368

hippocampus have less predictable information in patients with ASD. Next, we will discuss how these

369

findings tie in with predictive coding accounts of ASD.
4.5

REDUCED AIS AND PREDICTIVE CODING THEORIES OF ASD

Given that the hippocampus is a plausible locus for changes in information processing in ASD from
371 an anatomical perspective – how does the observation of reduced AIS in this brain area fit the various
370

372

theoretical accounts of information processing in ASD?

373

For a more detailed understanding of the meaning of a reduction in AIS in relation to ASD, we have to

374

consider first that reductions in AIS may indicate various changes in cortical dynamics – either a reduced

375

dynamic richness of the neural process captured in the measurement, a decrease of predictability, or a
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combination of the two. Irrespective of the exact underlying change in the dynamics, however, a brain

area receiving signals from another one with reduced AIS will inevitably be faced with a signal that has
378 less predictable information. We can therefore state that information from cortical signals from one brain
377

379
380

area will be harder to predict internally by another brain area in ASD patients.
If we look at this reduction in predictable information in ASD from the perspective of predictive coding

theory, we may speculate that this reduction will result in difficulties in learning internal predictive models
382 and in a less accurate model of the external world. Taking into account additionally that internal models
381

383

should be organized hierarchically with internal models in sensory areas lowest in the hierarchy, as

384

suggested for example by the hierarchical temporal model of George and Hawkins (2009), and by the

model of Kiebel et al. (2008), the fact that we observe the most significant differences in hippocampus
386 is particularly interesting. This is because the hippocampus resides at a high level in these hierarchies
385

387

(George and Hawkins, 2009), where it would be most vulnerable to difficulties in learning of internal

388

models. Moreover, many anatomical, physiological and computational reasons suggest that deeper or

more central models at higher levels of the hierarchy entail dynamics that have greater temporal depth
390 (Kiebel et al., 2008), and therefore should have more predictable information. One may speculate that
389

391
392

this adds to the visibility of changes in AIS deep into the hierarchy, e.g. in hippocampus.
The fact that we obtained significantly reduced AIS values specifically in the hippocampus is also

remarkable in relation to previous whole brain analyses of neuronal responses to explicit manipulations
394 of predictability using temporal dependencies in sequences of stimuli. For example, Strange et al.
393

395

(2005) report hippocampal selectivity for the predictability of stimuli, consistent with the notion that

396

the hippocampus is of central importance in the processing of temporal succession (MacDonald et al.,

2011). This processing of a temporal aspect of predictability in hippocampus fits comfortably with the
398 hierarchical Bayesian inference and predictive coding formulations of autism, when combined with the
397

399

changes in hippocampal processing reported here. In other words, if altered hippocampal processing lead

400

to a loss of hierarchically deep encoding of hidden causes in the world, this would necessarily entail a loss

of deep temporal structure and a failure to encode temporal regularities over extended periods of time, and
402 thereby global temporal context.
401

403

Such a loss of central or deep coherence in time and space has also been proposed previously as a

404

psychological mechanism that explains many of the symptoms in ASD (’weak central coherence theory’,

Frith (1989), but see Bernardino et al. (2012) for conflicting data). This view indeed pre-dates modern
406 perspectives from the point of view of hierarchical inference and predictive coding (Pellicano and Burr,
405

407

2012), but is fully compatible with its successors.

408

In sum, our data are fully compatible with predictive coding accounts of ASD (e.g. Pellicano and

409

Burr (2012)). In contrast, our data are not compatible with theories that suggest enhanced sensory
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representations, and/or lower physiological noise, as both of these should lead to increased rather than

reduced AIS values, which was not observed. Thus, our data favour accounts of autism in terms of
412 compromised top-down processing.
411

4.6
413

AIS AND PREVIOUS STUDIES ON SIGNAL-ENTROPY AND COMPLEXITY IN ASD

Several previous studies have analysed brain activity in ASD by means of complexity and/or entropy

measures. For instance, Catarino et al. (2011) analysed EEG data using multi-scale entropy, which
415 quantifies the complexity of a physiological signal by measuring entropy across multiple time scales.
414

416

Their results demonstrated a complexity reduction in autism group in comparison with controls, especially

417

over tempo-parietal and occipital sensors. Using a modified version of multi-scale entropy, a decrease in

resting-state EEG complexity in children at high risk for ASD has been reported (Bosl et al., 2011). In
419 another study, Ahmadlou et al. (2010) reported significant differences at several EEG locations using the
418

420

fractal dimension algorithms proposed by Higuchi and Katz. Finally, a statistically significant reduction

421

in Lempel-Ziv complexity was found in ASD group in comparison with controls, at EEG electrodes

F7, F3 and T5 (Sheikhani et al., 2007). All of these previous results are fully compatible with our
423 findings of reduced AIS, as a reduced entropy limits also the maximally possible AIS. In addition, the
422

424

findings of reduced Lempel-Ziv complexity align well with decreased AIS, as the Lempel-Ziv algorithm

425

entails cataloguing recurrent events and this is tightly linked to predictable recurrence inside the repeated

sequences in the signals. Our results extend these previous findings by localizing the dominant changes to
427 the hippocampus. Moreover, the use of AIS, rather than more generic measures of entropy or complexity
426

428

allows a straightforward interpretation in terms of component processes of information processing, i.e.

429

information storage.

4.7

CONCLUSION

430

In this study, we present the first application of information theoretic measures of information storage to

431

experimental neural data. Using MEG and source signal reconstruction from 12 selected brain areas, we

show that AIS is reduced in the hippocampus of individuals with ASD. Future studies on larger samples of
433 patients, combined with whole brain analyses, will have to show in how far our results generalize across
432

434

brain areas, and to broader populations of ASD patients. The relatively uniform sign of the observed AIS

435

differences across all investigated brain areas suggests that reduced AIS may be a pervasive change of

436

information processing in ASD.
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